Accounting
Services
Drive costs down and labor
savings up.
In today’s competitive environment,
executives face the challenge of reducing
costs while finding ways to increase
productivity. PDI Accounting Services can
help your company operate more
effectively and economically provide
affordable accounting expertise for your
business.
PDI Accounting Services is an outsourcing
service that provides convenience store
automation, merchandise and fuel

Operate more effectively and
economically by leveraging
industry expertise, accounting,
and systems support.

tracking, inventory control, management
and financial reporting.
Our team has a unique understanding of
the opportunities and obstacles you
encounter every day. We deliver optimum
efficiency and profitability by driving
technology, processes, and disciplines for
your company.

We partner with you to provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Merchandise inventory tracking
Fuel inventory tracking
Accounts payable
Payroll management
Reports
Financial statements

PDI Pricebook Services has additional add-on processing
options to better service your processing needs.
Rebate Management Processing

Vendors and manufacturers are offering more incentives than ever before. How are you
keeping track of them? How do you ensure you’re getting paid what you’re owed? Our
team will set up the configuration of the rebate profiles, sponsors, accruals, billing, items
and packages. We will maintain rebate items in programs and address pricebook cleanup
to get your rebates up and accruing as quickly as possible.

Cost Exceptions

Ever wonder if you actually receive every price you negotiated on your invoices? Our
team will handle vendor setup and will review identified cost exceptions based on rules
documented from your team. We will communicate issues to your team for review and
provide invoice detail for credits back to the vendor on your behalf. We will post
exceptions and send credits generated to the vendor and AP contact as well as archive
copies in the vendor folders.

MarketLink

Cigarette manufactures are paying additional funds for all of the manufacturer-related
transactions that are captured in your POS transactional journals. The setup, maintenance,
and monitoring of this process can be time consuming and require skillsets in pricebook
and technical areas, in addition to a responsive and persistent team, to ensure the files are
approved and data integrity remains flawless. Our team will handle vendor profile set-up,
initial mapping rule creation, mapping rule maintenance, and MarketLink processing and
batch processing. We will execute MarketLink reporting and communicate exceptions
back to the vendor while monitoring transmission of site data daily.

